
ANIMATION IN EDUCATION ESSAY

Educational animations are animations produced for the specific purpose of fostering learning. This article is written like
a personal reflection, personal essay, or argumentative essay that states a Wikipedia editor's personal feelings or.

Traditional method emphasizes the teachers' responsibility of conveying the knowledge and correcting the
errors. With the advance of technologies, coursewares with multimedia elements and interactive contents have
emerged to assist English language teaching. Pixar has not only changed the industry of computer animation,
but it was one of its pioneers. In reality, not all multimedia courseware in the market are suitable and usable
for the users Syazwan et al,  Sound can also be use by teacher to present a lot of information at once.
Animation seems like a smooth movement of drawn sequences of artwork, pasted together to form a single
sequence of animation It consists not necessarily all of the following elements, such as text; still graphic
images; motion graphics; animations; hypermedia; photographs; video; and audio, i. If you were to ask the
people who said that they used to watch cartoons if they still watch animated shows today, they would
probably say that they grew out of watching cartoons a long time ago. An individual possesses the ability to
create at the mind's will with the possibility of one day being able to affect millions globally. The operation of
electric circuits is difficult for students to understand at the beginning. There are many other factors attributed
to the effectiveness of using computer in teaching grammar including the subjects and the particular
grammatical items taught. We may also decline to process requests that are automated, repetitive, systematic,
or impractical, or that might jeopardize the privacy of others. Animation is the answer. These appear in TV,
movies and often in video games. Although Said defines Orientalism to be specifically Franco-British
experience in the Arab world, his basic arguments can be applied to the process of Othering in a more general
sense They have to be realistic and detailed. Students who are being taught in the traditional method are less
excited and motivated during the process of learning. Bonnier employees, agents, and contractors who have
access to personally-identifying information are required to protect this information in a manner that is
consistent with this Privacy Policy and may not use the information for any purpose other than to carry out the
services they are performing for Bonnier. As an animator there are various elements and principles that are
supposed to be considered like timing, anticipation, etc. This is because image use a massive amount of
cortical skills such as color, form, line, dimension and imagination. This is because their attention is also
directed to a considerable extent by their knowledge of which aspects of the subject matter are of most
relevance irrespective of their perceptibility. Because animations can explicitly depict changes over time
temporal changes , they seem ideally suited to the teaching of processes and procedures. Part of the Native
American tradition is the coming â€” of â€” age ceremony. To better perceive what my personal feelings
about animation are, I must first discuss in full detail, a general overview of how animators bring traditional
animation alive with motion. Do to technological limitations in the s, computer graphics began as a small,
specialized field. Further research is needed to more fully understand the specific learning processes by which
the technologies used in the present study benefited student learning. Or have you wonder how it is affecting
us. But, by using multimedia text, the word can be much more interesting rather that plain text thus increasing
the learning effectiveness. We do not transfer personal information internationally. However, with the help of
multimedia, it can help enhancing our educational system and make learning to be more interesting and fun.
So, they can gain more experience and improve their skills. For example, PowerPoint now has an easy-to-use
animation facility that, in the right hands, can produce very effective educational animations. It is believed that
Felix the Cat-in black and white, was the earliest Movie animated cartoon by the King Features Syndicate and
by accident of history- a soaky-head puppet used as a test subject on a turntable in l the first Television
cartoon- regular movie-based Felix shorts were also probably the first regularly televised. Various
investigations have compared the educational effectiveness of static and animated displays across a number of
content domains. My potential blog topic is about animation and my version on certain cartoon. Result from
the usability testing on the multimedia courseware indicate positive acceptance from the students. I did not
however see that we had to model, rig and weight the character.


